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 TESOL QUARTERLY, Vol. 24, No. 1, Spring 1990

 Managing the Complexity of
 Revising Across Languages
 CHRIS HALL

 Wright State University

 Although previous research in ESL composition suggests a link
 between writing in a first and second language, few studies have
 investigated this relationship in the context of the revising process.
 This article examines revision in controlled Li and L2 writing
 tasks. Four advanced ESL writers with differing first language
 backgrounds wrote two argumentative essays in their native
 languages and two in English. Revisions were then analyzed for
 specific discourse and linguistic features. The results, for the most
 part, indicate striking similarities across languages. However,
 some differences are noted, suggesting that while proficient
 writers are capable of transferring their revision processes across
 languages, they are also capable of adapting some of those
 processes to new problems imposed by a second language.

 Until quite recently, process-oriented research in ESL writing
 was dominated by studies that sought to identify those strategies
 and behaviors second language writers share and do not share with
 their first language counterparts (Raimes, 1985). Such comparisons
 between primary and nonprimary speakers of English are, of
 course, valuable if ESL researchers and teachers are to determine
 the relevance of first language pedagogy for second language
 writers. Yet they do not represent the only direction for
 comparative studies with consequences for theory and practice.
 Researchers are now beginning to examine ESL writers' behaviors
 and strategies in both their first and second languages, a much
 needed area of investigation that Zamel (1984) has claimed may
 have implications for the notion that composing processes are
 universal and transitive across languages. While most of these cross-
 language studies have focused on general surveys of composing
 processes (Chelala, 1981) or concentrated on text planning (Lay,
 1982, 1983; Jones & Tetroe, 1987), to date, only one significant study
 has been conducted on revising (Gaskill, 1987). Yet "revision," as
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 Bartlett (1982) points out, "seems to be an essential component of
 virtually every attempt to construct a model of the writing process"
 (p. 345). The aim of the present study, therefore, is to expand
 current research on revising processes across languages. It provides
 baseline data on proficient second language writers' Li and L2
 revising behaviors and strategies, a group for which little
 information is now available.

 BACKGROUND

 Experienced L1 Revisers and their L2 Counterparts

 Of particular relevance to this study is the research on revising
 processes of proficient writers. Several important observations
 about these writers' perceptions and applications of revising have
 emerged from L1 research. First of all, proficient writers assess the
 value of revising differently than do inexperienced writers. For
 experienced writers, revising can encompass the entire writing task,
 from initial planning to final drafting (Faigley, Cherry, Jolliffe, &
 Skinner, 1985). There is often a sense that revision is a process of
 discovering meaning in a text (Murray, 1978; Sommers, 1980) and
 that it shapes not only the form and content of a text but also its
 voice (Murray, 1978; Sommers, 1980). In contrast, novice writers
 often relegate revising to cosmetic adjustments of the text and to
 proofreading for grammar and mechanics, citing the formulaic
 language of textbooks as reasons for making these alterations
 (Beach, 1976; Sommers, 1980).

 Second, there is evidence that experienced and novice writers
 employ strikingly different revising strategies. Some studies have
 noted the linguistic and discourse units these two groups address. In
 an early comparative study by Stallard (1974), for example, the
 revisions of a group of good writers and a randomly selected group
 revealed that, while single word changes dominated the revisions of
 both groups, the good writers also initiated more multiple-word and
 paragraph changes. In Sommers' (1980) study, experienced adult
 writers tended to change entire sentences to convey new meanings,
 while her inexperienced student writers concentrated on single
 words that affected mechanics and grammar.

 The points at which revisions are initiated and their frequencies
 also have been noted by researchers. Monahan (1984) found that his
 competent writers revised more extensively from the first to the
 final draft, in contrast to his basic writers who viewed the shaping
 and reshaping of ideas a laborious task, frequently reserving
 revision for the final draft. Bridwell (1980) discovered that her
 better writers initiated a significantly higher number of revisions
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 while reviewing the first draft than did her poorer writers. Faigley
 and Witte (1981) also noted that, while most revisions occurred
 during the first and final drafts for all their groups, the advanced
 student writers made a noticeable number of revisions between
 drafts.

 With so few studies of proficient second language writers
 available, no composite picture of their revising processes can be
 claimed. Yet there are some data on proficient second language
 revisers that corroborates findings in first language studies. Zamel
 (1983), for example, devoting part of her case studies of skilled and
 unskilled ESL writers to a discussion of revising, found that her
 skilled writers attended to more global units when revising. She
 noted instances of paragraph reordering in her skilled writers' texts,
 along with a greater concern for refining and adding sentences. In
 another study, Heuring (1980) examined the revisions of a group of
 five ESL writers, ranked as less skilled to more skilled. No patterns
 of revision were found among more skilled writers. Rather, these
 writers tended to demonstrate individual approaches to revision.

 L2 Research on Transfer in Writing

 The notion that writing ability can be transferred between
 languages has been suggested as early as the 1940s by Dunkel
 (1948), who argued that general language proficiency is "probably
 interlinguistic" (p. 90) and encompasses a person's knowledge of
 writing. Later investigations by Stendahl (1972) and Linnarud
 (1977) also have suggested a correlation between knowledge in the
 first language and writing skill in the second language. Recently, the
 idea that L1 and L2 writing processes are interrelated has gained
 prominence among process-oriented researchers and prompted a
 series of investigations that have attempted to examine writers and
 their L1 and L2 texts.

 Chelala (1981) was the first to examine this transfer effect in
 composing. She studied two Spanish-speaking subjects as they
 composed two Spanish and two English texts. From her
 observations, Chelala noted that certain comparable LI and L2
 strategies had a salutary effect on her writers' texts, specifically,
 taking notes, using cohesive devices, and revising to match a text
 with a particular meaning. Edelsky (1982), studying the writing of
 nine Spanish-English bilingual children, also found evidence that
 certain writing skills in one language, such as knowledge of spelling
 and manipulation of style, assisted her young writers when
 composing in the other. In Lay's (1982, 1983) investigations of
 Chinese students writing in English, she noted that her writers
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 tended "to translate key words into the first language to get a
 stronger impression and association of ideas for the essay" (Lay,
 1982, p. 406). More changes seemed to produce better organized
 and detailed essays. These alterations revealed a strategy in which
 semantic knowledge in the first language assisted the writer's ability
 to generate more precise and, in certain cases, elaborate structures
 in the second language.

 Perhaps the two most ambitious studies of transfer across
 languages were undertaken by Jones and Tetroe (1987) and Gaskill
 (1987). Jones and Tetroe (1987) studied planning. Comparing
 compose-aloud data collected from six Spanish-speaking subjects
 writing in Spanish and English, they concluded that the subjects'
 methods of planning transferred across languages, especially at the
 level of abstract planning. Proficiency, however, affected the
 transfer, reducing the number but not the quality of planning
 episodes. In his study of transfer, Gaskill (1987) focused on revising.
 Four Spanish-speaking subjects, classified as either less or more
 proficient, participated in his study. Gaskill analyzed their revisions
 using Faigley and Witte's (1981, 1984) taxonomy. From his analysis,
 Gaskill found that surface changes (that is, changes affecting the
 grammar and mechanics of a sentence or changes preserving the
 sentence's original meaning) dominated the Li and L2 revisions.
 Furthermore, the highest concentration of Li and L2 revisions
 occurred during the actual drafting of texts.

 Since previous Li and L2 investigations have indicated that
 proficient writers demonstrate quite pronounced revising processes
 and that these processes are likely to remain intact across languages,
 this descriptive study attempts to identify the linguistic and
 discourse features of revisions across languages in the texts of
 proficient second language writers. Data were collected from a
 series of four argumentative assignments, two in the subjects' native
 languages and two in English.

 METHOD

 Subjects

 Four advanced ESL writers from the University of Wyoming
 participated in the study. The first subject, Anna, is a 21-year-old
 Polish woman who studied English in her native country for eight
 years. Anton, the next subject, is a 38-year-old native of the French-
 speaking region of Switzerland. He began studying English 12 years
 ago after moving to the United States. The third subject, Bjorn, is a
 23-year-old Norwegian who started his English studies in the fourth
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 grade. The last subject, Wei, is a citizen of the People's Republic of
 China. She is in her early 30s and began her English studies while
 attending a Chinese university five years ago.

 Although these four second language writers have differing
 linguistic, cultural, and educational backgrounds, they are bound
 together by their writing abilities in English. On the basis of three
 criteria, all were classified as advanced ESL writers. First, each
 subject had fulfilled the college English requirements in first-year
 writing for nonnative speakers, or demonstrated sufficient writing
 skill to be exempted from these requirements. Second, writing
 samples gathered at the beginning of the study were evaluated
 using the Jacobs, Zinkgraf, Wormuth, Harfiel, and Hughey (1981)
 ESL Composition Profile. All of the subjects scored within the 83-
 100 range, placing them in the advanced category of ESL writers.
 Third, teachers familiar with the subjects' performances as college
 writers were interviewed about their levels of writing competence,
 opportunities to write for a college audience, and types of writing
 assignments. The interviews further indicated that these subjects
 should be designated advanced ESL writers.

 Writing Tasks

 The four writing tasks used in this study were designed to elicit
 argumentative texts. Topics for the writing assignments focused on
 academic life and were drawn from interviews which probed the
 subjects' schooling and writing backgrounds.

 In the construction of the writing assignments, a consistent format
 was used which included a set of simple instructions and two topics,
 worded in the form of a debate proposition. The following example,
 taken from the first L2 writing task, illustrates this basic format:

 Choose one of the topics below and write an essay in which you
 explain your position for or against your chosen topic.
 1. A basic core curriculum in the liberal arts should be instituted

 for undergraduates.

 2. Teaching assistantships should be restricted to native speakers
 of English.

 For each writing task, the same set of instructions was used, and
 for the L2 and first L1 writing tasks, the same selection of topics was
 used for each subject. For the second Li writing task, however, it
 was necessary to design two separate writing assignments, one for
 Anna and Wei and the other for Anton and Bjorn. The lack of shared
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 experiences between these two groups precluded the construction
 of common assignments for all the Li writing tasks.

 For the Li writing tasks, the assignments were translated into the
 subjects' native languages by experienced language teachers. These
 teachers were given samples of the L2 writing assignments as
 models, and asked to translate the topics to be used in the Li
 assignments. They were instructed to check their translations for
 comparability in wording and structure with the L2 assignments.

 A specific writer/audience relationship was defined for all the
 writing assignments. This relationship was described in terms of
 Applebee's (1984) category, "Teacher: as part of an instructional
 dialogue" (p. 13), in which the teacher is perceived as a participant
 in a dialogue with the writer and not as an examiner of the writer's
 skill or information. This type of writer/audience relationship was
 discussed with each subject before the start of the writing tasks.

 While the structure of the writing tasks allowed subjects to choose
 between two topics, there was surprising consistency among
 subjects in the choice of topics. For the two L2 tasks, all of the
 subjects chose to write on "A basic core curriculum in the liberal arts
 should be instituted for all university students" and "A pass/fail
 grading system should be instituted for all required general
 education courses." In the first Li writing task, the proposition "A
 student/faculty committee should be instituted for the hiring and
 firing of teachers" was chosen by the subjects. For the two separate
 assignments in the last L1 writing task, Anna and Wei wrote on
 "More women should be allowed to study in the university." Anton
 and Bjorn selected "More funding for the education of university
 students should come from private companies and industries."

 Writing Sessions

 For each writing task, two 90-minute writing sessions were
 individually scheduled. During these sessions, first and final drafts
 were planned, composed, and revised. At the beginning of each
 task, the writing assignment was given to the subject. At the end of
 this session, the draft, with revisions, was collected and photo-
 copied. A period of 48 hours then elapsed before the start of the
 second session. For the next session, the draft was returned to the
 subject, who was then free to make any additional revisions deemed
 necessary or to proceed immediately to the final draft. After the
 final draft was finished, the material was collected. As soon as a
 writing session ended, the researcher, with the help of the subject,
 identified and numbered each revision.

 All writing sessions were held in a room equipped with a video
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 camera. Recordings of each writing session in this study served a
 limited purpose, which was to identify significant pauses in the
 writing process. A significant pause was designated as any
 interruption lasting longer than five seconds in the transcribing of a
 draft.

 Analysis of Revisions

 The linguistic analysis used in this study was based on research
 conducted by Sommers (1980), Bridwell (1980), and Monahan
 (1984). This classification scheme is, in large part, based on
 linguistic and discourse units that have been consistently identified
 in previous studies of revision. The scheme included four general
 categories and their subcategories. The first category was called
 stages of revision. After observing the writing processes of the
 subjects in this study, I identified four subcategories of revision.
 Stages 1 and 2 included revisions made during the first 90-minute
 writing session. Stage 1 revisions consisted of changes to notes or
 outlines made before the first draft was committed to paper. All
 revisions made as the first draft was being composed were
 designated Stage 2. Stages 3 and 4 included revisions made during
 the second 90-minute writing session. At the beginning of the
 second writing session, the subjects' first drafts were returned to
 them. Any revisions made to these texts were designated Stage 3.
 Stage 4 revisions included those revisions made during the actual
 writing of the final draft.

 The next category, termed level of revision, dealt with seven
 linguistic or manuscript units: (a) word, (b) phrase, (c) clause, (d)
 sentence, (e) paragraph, (f) global, and (g) surface. Global units
 were defined as encompassing more than one paragraph. Surface
 units consisted of certain features outside the range of the other
 units and included marginal notations and manuscript conventions
 such as spacing, indentation, centering of titles, margins,
 capitalizations, and editing symbols.

 Type of revision constituted the third category and included the
 following linguistic operation most often identified with the writing
 process: (a) addition, (b) deletion, (c) substitution, (d) reordering,
 and (e) consolidation. Table 1 illustrates these five types of revision.

 The final category, purpose of revision, focused on three
 subcategories associated with written discourse: (a) informational
 (b) grammatical/mechanical, and (c) cosmetic. These three
 categories are illustrated in Table 2.

 To demonstrate how revisions were classified, the following
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 TABLE 1

 Selected Examples of the Five Revision Types

 Type Example

 Addition Her honest and unique stories are provocative. - Her honest and
 unique stories are often provocative.

 Deletion Yes, I have met some clever Americans that know more about
 Aristotle than I do. - Yes, I have met some Americans that know
 more about Aristotle than I do.

 Substitution One can't know for sure if he is doing the work right. - One can't
 know absolutely if he is doing the work right.

 Reordering I didn't learn anything, but I took their classes. - I took their classes,
 but I didn't learn anything.

 Consolidation He never taught me anything I didn't know. I can't say I liked that
 psychology teacher. - Because he never taught me anything I didn't
 know, I can't say I liked that psychology teacher.

 TABLE 2

 Selected Examples of the Four Revision Purposes

 Purpose Example

 Cosmetic They are more devoted [illegible handwriting] to other fields. -
 They are more devoted to other fields.

 Grammatical I was not used to study under these conditions. - I was not used to
 studying under these conditions.

 Other students are accustomed at essay exams. - Other students are
 accustomed to essay exams.

 Living in commune was a new experience. -" Living in a commune was a new experience.

 Mechanical I read russion, english, and french novels every night. - I read
 Russian, English, and French novels every night.

 Martin's colleege felt differently. -- Martin's colleague felt different-
 ly.

 Leaving home was frightening my mother, of course, was crying.
 Leaving home was frightening. My mother, of course, was crying.

 Informational Our daughter will not have the opportunity to learn English in
 America. - Our daughter, who lives with my parents, will not have
 the opportunity to learn English in America.

 sentence from Anna's first paper in English has been transcribed,
 with revisions in brackets:

 Sometimes it happens that while taking a course [in a field not
 connected with one's major], he finds out that actually he would be
 more devoted with [to] another field.
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 There are two revisions in this passage. The first one, the insertion
 of the prepositional phrase "in a field not connected with one's
 major," was intended to add clarifying information about the noun
 "course." The second one, the substitution of the preposition "to"
 for "with," corrected a grammatical error.

 All revisions in the Li texts were classified with the help of native-
 speaker consultants. These consultants made initial judgments,
 which were confirmed after translating the revisions and discussing
 them with me. For the L2 texts, revisions were classified by me and
 an experienced ESL instructor. Discrepancies were resolved by
 mutual consent after discussion.

 RESULTS

 General L1 and L2 Differences

 A simple count of the total number of words in the four subjects'
 first and second drafts indicated that more words were generated in
 the L1 drafts than in the L2 drafts (9,191 L1 words versus 8,452 L2
 words). The mean number of words in the final Li and L2 drafts
 were 625 and 607 respectively. Inspection of Table 3 reveals that the
 lowest number of words generated in a final L1 draft was 410 and
 the highest was 736. For the L2 writing samples the lowest count in
 a final draft was 504 and the highest was 683.

 Pauses while composing the drafts also revealed L1 and L2
 differences. The average number of L2 pauses while a text was
 being drafted (Stages 2 and 4) was 41, compared to 28 pauses
 during the L1 drafting stages. Furthermore, these more numerous
 pauses consumed a greater amount of time, on the average 40
 minutes per actual L2 writing time compared to 23 minutes for L1
 writing time.

 TABLE 3

 Number of Words in Final Li and L2 Drafts

 Mean Median Minimum Maximum

 Ll

 Paper 1 630.05 688.00 410 736
 Paper 2 619.50 652.50 472 701

 L2

 Paper 1 615.75 609.00 562 683
 Paper 2 597.75 616.50 504 654

 There was also a noticeable difference in the number of LI and
 L2 revisions. A total of 734 revisions were identified in the Li and
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 L2 writing samples. Table 4 lists the distribution of these revisions
 by subjects. Wei, who characterized herself as a careful and precise
 reviser for style, had the most first language revisions with 87.
 Anton, who frequently described himself as a haphazard reviser,
 showed the most second language revisions with 120. In general, as
 Table 4 reveals, L2 revisions noticeably exceeded Li revisions by a
 substantial margin (447 L2 revisions as compared to 287 Li
 revisions).

 TABLE 4

 Revisions for Each Subject and the Rate of Revision
 Per 100 Words of Texta

 Simple Frequencies

 Subject Ll 12 Total

 Anna 57 (2.57) 113 (4.96) 170

 Anton 76 (4.49) 120 (6.06) 196

 Bjorn 67 (2.53) 119 (6.00) 186
 Wei 87 (3.29) 95 (4.30) 182

 Totals 287 (3.12) 447 (5.29) 734

 a Revisions divided by the total number of words generated by a subject in either Li or L2
 drafts and then multiplied by 100. Findings are in parentheses.

 In addition, a comparison of the frequencies of revision per 100
 words generated both in first and second drafts revealed that, on
 the average, 5.29 L2 revisions were made in contrast to 3.12 Li
 revisions. For all the subjects in this study, the rate of second
 language revisions was conspicuously higher than that for first
 language revisions. Second language revisions, in short, were almost
 twice as numerous and came almost twice as frequently as first
 language revisions, indicating that a significantly greater burden
 was placed on the subjects' ability to revise their English texts.

 Linguistic and Discourse Features

 As Table 5 indicates, an analysis of the linguistic and discourse
 features of the subjects' revisions reveal some striking similarities
 across languages. The levels of each revision (that is, word, phrase,
 clause, sentence, paragraph, or global) indicated that 62% (177) of
 L1 revisions and 59% (262) of L2 revisions focused on single words.
 The next most frequent level was the phrase, with 29% (83) of the
 total L1 revisions and 26% (120) of the total L2 revisions. All other
 levels accounted for 9% of the Li and 15% of the L2 revisions. The
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 findings show parallels with those of first language researchers such
 as Sommers (1980) and Bridwell (1980), that student writers tend to
 focus on the subunits of sentences.

 TABLE 5

 Revisions by Level, Tye, and Purpose: Simple Frequencies, Rate of Revision
 per 100 Words , and Percentage of Total Number of Revisions

 L1 L2

 Simple Percentage Simple Percentage
 Frequencies of Total Frequencies of Total

 Level

 Word 177 (1.93) 62% 262 (3.10) 59%
 Phrase 83 (0.90) 29% 120 (1.42) 26%
 All Others 27 (0.29) 9% 65 (0.77) 15%

 Type

 Substitution 156 (1.70) 54% 201 (2.38) 45%
 Deletion 51 (0.55) 18% 105 (1.24) 23%
 Addition 60 (0.65) 21% 85 (1.00) 19%
 All Others 20 (0.22) 7% 56 (0.66) 13%

 Purpose

 Informational 149 (1.62) 52% 230 (2.72) 51%
 Grammatical/

 Mechanical 109 (1.19) 38% 186 (2.20) 42%
 Cosmetic 29 (0.32) 8% 31 (0.33) 5%

 a Revisions in the Level, Type, or Purpose subcategories divided by the total number of
 words generated by all subjects in all Li or L2 drafts and then multiplied by 100. Findings
 are in parentheses.

 When the types of linguistic processes were analyzed, substitu-
 tions dominated the operations. There were 156 Li substitutions or
 54% of the total in the first language writing samples, and 201 L2
 substitutions or 45% of the total. L1 and L2 substitutions together
 accounted for 48% of the total revision operations. Addition came
 next in the Li writing samples (21% or a count of 76), but deletion
 (23% or a count of 142) was the second most prevalent operation:
 This represented one of the few prominent divergences across
 languages.

 Few researchers in ESL writing have commented on the role of
 revision when composing. However, in first language studies,
 Sommers (1980) has noted that experienced writers were more
 inclined to add material to their texts, in contrast to first-year
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 college students, who deleted or substituted material. Bridwell
 (1980) describes a "stuttering effect": Students reworked certain
 words and phrases with a combination of deletions, additions, and
 substitutions. In the present study there are also examples that could
 be characterized as stuttering. Bjorn, in particular, observes that
 choosing the right word or phrase to convey his meaning frequently
 required repeated attempts. In addition, he notes that some
 revisions grew from alterations of single words to more ambitious
 reworkings of entire sentences:

 I'd think of the most important word in a sentence as a noun and start
 writing with this word in my mind. Halfway through the sentence, I'd
 decide that it wasn't right. So I thought of another one. But this word
 was a verb. I'd have to go back and start the sentence all over again. If
 that word couldn't get it right, again I started over.

 Instances of recurring revisions, such as Bjorn describes, which
 are triggered by a single word, were infrequent. Only 14 cases were
 identified in the L1 and L2 texts (6 in the Li texts and 8 in the L2
 texts). However, they suggest a rather sophisticated revising
 technique, one that requires the manipulation of semantic-syntactic
 relationships.

 One effective L2 strategy was found associated with recursive
 substitutions in the writings and observations of Anna. Occasionally,
 she would underscore a particular word or phrase with a wavy line
 to flag it for future review. Returning to the flagged item at a later
 time, she would either insert some other item in its place or scratch
 out the wavy line. Later, she explained that she used this device
 when she could not recall the exact English word she wanted. She
 would therefore put down the first word that approximated the
 meaning she was struggling for, then continue writing until at some
 later pause in her writing, the word would "magically come into my
 mind." Presumably, quickly flagging the problem would prevent
 her from losing the stream of thought that was guiding her forward
 progress. As the words of her text continued to unfold before her
 eyes, or at a pause that allowed her to consider what she had written
 from the problem word to the pause, the word that had eluded her
 would become apparent from the context of what she had written.
 This strategy, which seems well-suited to a second language
 context, allowed Anna to discover an elusive lexical item. Lay (1982,
 1983) discusses a strategy of code-switching in Chinese writers'
 English compositions that is not entirely unlike Anna's. In Lay's
 study, her subjects would often use Chinese characters when the
 English word or words eluded them. These processes of switching,
 therefore, also served as a heuristic tool.
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 In the analysis of revision purposes, the data revealed that
 revisions affecting the information were the most numerous in both
 languages: They accounted for 52% (149) of the L1 revisions and 51%
 (230) of the L2 revisions. An appreciable number of these
 informational revisions also displayed similarities with Faigley and
 Witte's (1981) meaning-preserving changes, that is, changes that do
 not alter the basic meaning of a sentence but rather paraphrase it.

 Grammatical/mechanical revisions were next, representing 38%
 (109) of the L1 revisions and 42% (186) of the L2 revisions. Across
 languages, however, these grammatical/mechanical revisions were
 noticeably different. Most of the Li revisions dealt with the
 mechanics of spelling. On the other hand, the L2 revisions were
 definitely grammatical in nature--corrections of prepositions,
 articles, or inflections. Few of these grammatical revisions,
 however, encompassed more than a single word, and often they
 came immediately after some revision of the information. Cosmetic
 revisions, at 7% (60) of the combined L1 and L2 revisions, were least
 frequent in the subjects' texts and were most often simple rewrites
 of illegible handwriting.

 Revision Stages

 Like Gaskill (1987), I found that over half the L1 and L2 revisions
 occurred during the actual drafting of texts (Stages 2 and 4). No
 patterns of linguistic and discourse categories were associated with
 these drafting stages; a variety of revision levels, types, and
 purposes appeared in each stage.

 As in the drafting stages, no pattern was associated with the
 between-draft stage (Stage 3). Indeed, the behavior of the subjects
 appeared erratic. Only one subject, Anna, attempted to revise
 during this stage in the L1 writing assignments. The others, while
 sometimes rereading what they had written, went directly to the
 final in-progress draft (Stage 4). In the L2 samples, Anna and Wei
 consistently reread and revised their texts between drafts, most
 often concentrating on the information. Anton and Bjorn reread and
 revised between drafts only on the first paper, Anton concentrating
 on spelling errors and Bjorn dividing his revisions between
 grammatical and informational purposes.

 Perhaps the most remarkable feature discovered about the L2
 versus the L1 revision stages concerned the predraft stage. Although
 none of the four subjects constructed predraft plans or notes for
 their Li texts, Anna, Bjorn, and Wei made a conscientious effort to
 sketch out plans or notes for their L2 texts. In addition, these three
 writers made revisions in the process. Anna recorded the most
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 predraft revisions with 39; Bjorn had 8; and Wei produced 1.
 Although the number of revisions was small, word-level changes
 clearly predominated. Among revision types (Table 1), substitu-
 tions predominated; among revision purposes (Table 2), informa-
 tional changes comprised the majority. Comments by Anna
 revealed something of the motives for her predraft plans. She
 confided that the notes she made prior to writing an English text
 helped her "test the words I think are most important to the paper."
 This involved seeing how a particular word and sentence fit
 together to make an important argument. Once she started writing
 her initial draft, however, she rarely referred to these notes. They
 were not intended to be a "road plan" for her paper, as she
 commented. Bjorn and Wei exhibited similar behavior; however,
 their predraft sketches looked more like simple outlines. Yet once
 they were constructed, no attempt was made to refer to them
 during the construction of the initial drafts. These predraft notes
 and their revisions served a special but limited purpose in their
 writing: They were rehearsals for later textual statements.

 DISCUSSION

 The results of this study reveal some striking similarities between
 L1 and L2 revisions with regard both to the linguistic and discourse
 features of the changes and to the stages at which the changes were
 initiated. They suggest that an advanced ESL writer is capable of
 utilizing a single system of revision across languages. It appears that
 this system is initially shaped in the first language and subsequently
 transferred to the second language. It would be interesting to
 determine whether the system draws on knowledge gained in the
 second language, indicating that the process of transfer is
 bidirectional and interactive.

 In spite of these results, nevertheless, some differences need to be
 addressed. First of all, L2 revisions were more time consuming and
 numerous, suggesting that composition in a second language places
 a far greater burden on revision while managing the complexity of
 text production.

 Furthermore, a few revising strategies were unique to the second
 language. There were more revising and reviewing episodes.
 Recursiveness took on an additional function in the second language
 as the writers grappled with the semantics of words and the
 structures of sentences. During the process, they would either flag
 problematic words or list options, then move on, later returning
 with new insights. These insights sometimes prompted changes to
 entire sentences. Similar behavior has been noted by Raimes (1985)
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 in her study of unskilled ESL writers and by Zamel (1983) in her
 study of advanced ESL writers.

 Finally, a new function was ascribed to planning. Although plans
 were sketched before the start of a draft and revised in the process,
 they served the rather limited purpose of rendering a mental
 scheme visual so that key ideas and words that formed the gist of
 important textual statements could more efficiently be shaped and
 reworked.

 These differences indicate that revising in a second language is
 not simply a mirror image of that process in the first language. The
 system appears to be more flexible. Indeed, Flower, Hays, Carey,
 Schriver, and Stratman (1986) have argued that "revision, then, is a
 strategic action, adapted to the necessities of the task" (p. 19). This
 adaptability, though, extends beyond the scope of the first
 language. Writers can adapt not only to the problems imposed by
 different texts but also to the problems imposed by different
 languages.

 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CLASSROOM

 This research suggests several implications for the ESL class-
 room. First, revision plays a role in shaping both the semantics and
 syntax of sentences in a text; this function deserves special
 consideration in second language instruction. For the writers in this
 study, this problem alone consumed most of the energy and time
 they dedicated to revising. Indeed, testimonies by these writers
 suggest that not only the meanings of words but also knowledge of
 how these words shape the structure of sentences are crucial second
 language skills. Vocabulary and structure, then, complemented
 each other; instructors should consider ways of teaching them in
 conjunction.

 Second, revision cannot be appreciated or nurtured if it is
 divorced from ESL writers' own texts; their texts contain complex
 plans for the discourse, and manifest writers' individual struggles in
 mastering the language. Furthermore, the findings in this study
 seem to indicate that, at times, second language writers must
 literally see the stages of a revision. Often, the advanced language
 users in this study detected, categorized, and eventually corrected
 the dissonance in language and discourse as their texts unfolded
 before their eyes. Consequently, it appears that the ability to revise
 develops and improves when ESL writers confront problems in
 their own writing. Teaching students prescriptive revision, then, is
 less effective than helping them individualize their revising
 processes. For the second language writer, it is a skill that can be
 adapted to the text and to the text's language.
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 Third, the findings in this study should prompt a reconsideration
 of the debate surrounding product-oriented instruction versus
 process-oriented instruction. Our enthusiasm for the process
 classroom, which emphasizes writing, then talking about writing,
 and finally rewriting, has tended to devalue those instructional tools
 assumed to focus solely on the product. In particular, outlining has
 been dismissed as a straightjacket on composing. This belief is due
 to a suspicion that fixing plans on paper at the start of a writing task
 obstructs the more productive process of working ideas through in
 multiple drafts. However, drafting and outlining are not mutually
 exclusive. Indeed, viewed in the context of this study at least, a form
 of outlining may have a salutary effect on particular writing tasks,
 e.g., argumentation. Witte (1987) contends that "some writers
 appear capable of constructing the substance of their arguments
 before they finish reading the assignment sheet" (p. 419). Perhaps
 there are ESL writers who must take this process one step further:
 They must transfer their arguments to paper to facilitate what must
 be a rather complex mental activity that includes setting goals,
 evaluating them, and revising wording and structure. Furthermore,
 this tool for managing complexity does not have to be limited to one
 stage of the composition process. Spack (1985) has made this rather
 liberating observation about outlining:

 To outline today means not [only] to organize ideas before writing, but
 to organize ideas after generating them by means of thinking and
 writing-a complex, recursive series of mental and scriptural procedures
 writers undergo each time they confront a writing assignment. (p. 398)

 As writing teachers we must reexamine the complete repertoire
 of instructional methods, integrating whichever procedures are
 found to assist writing processes in a second language.
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